Autumn 2013
2D:3D continues to impress with the completion of exciting projects.
With winter around the corner we thought we would get our newsletter in before the rest.... in fact we
like to feel that being first sums up who we are. At 2D:3D we continue to be at the leading edge of

conceptual design development and fabrication. Our projects continue to illustrate why we are
viewed as the first choice.

Robbie Williams UK and European Take the Crown Stadium Tour 2013
2D:3D creates the starring role and centre piece of Robbie Williams concert

2D:3D was selected by Brilliant
Stages to create the starring role
and centre piece of Robbie
William’s concert
performance.... The Phrenology
Head. Standing at 5.5mtrs high
the structure is based on a
scanned image of Robbie
Williams’s head and shoulders.

Initially 2D:3D created a 1:10 scale SLS
rapid prototype model in nylon. Full size
sacrificial moulds were machined in
polystyrene from which twenty eight
individual casts were produced in fibreglass, to enable transportation around
Europe. The fibreglass mesh, sprayed
silver, was assembled onto an internal
metal framework, whilst the cranium
consisted of six opening
elements designed to symbolise a
phrenologists’ skull. During a particular
song the cranium would open via
hydraulic arms releasing hundreds of
helium balloons, whilst in another song
the entire structure would rock from side
to side. The Phrenology Head was set
upon a mobile platform which would
then transport Robbie Williams, onto the
stage during his performance.

Zaha Hadid

2D:3D was selected by Brilliant Stages to create the starring role and centre piece of Robbie William’s concert performance.... The phrenology head. Standing at 5.5mtrs high the structure is a
scanned image of Robbie Williams’s head and shoulders.
Initially 2D:3D created a scale model (1:50). A full size version was then produced in polystyrene
from which a set of sacrificial moulds were cast. This was then broken down into individual components to enable transportation around Europe. A fibreglass mesh, sprayed silver, was created,
reflecting each of the key design elements whilst the cranium consisted of six moving elements
designed to symbolise a phrenologists’ skull. During a particular song the cranium would open
via hydraulic arms releasing 100’s of helium balloons, whilst in another song the entire structure
would rock 25 degrees either side. The phrenology head was set upon a platform with a vehicle
hidden beneath it which would then transport Robbie Williams, hooked to the phrenology head,
onto the stage during his performance.
2D:3D was selected for this project since the item needed to be meticulously finished, transportable, easy to assemble at each venue and be robust to endure the rigours of a pan-European tour.

As part of the 2013 Faberge Big Egg Hunt,
Zaha Hadid commissioned 2D:3D to
produce the Dichotomy egg. At 775mm
high and 570mm wide and weighing 350kg
2D:3D reproduced the Dichotomy egg out
of solid aluminium. The egg has three
different finishes; the bottom level was
sandblasted, with the internal surface
steps brushed finished and finally the
exposed surface mirror polish finished.
Each egg was mounted onto a frame and
plinth. Two copies of the Dichotomy egg
were produced in solid aluminium, one for
the Zaha Hadid gallery in Clerkenwell and
the other for a private collection.

Diageo and World of Duty Free outlets
Lover ’ s Rug

The Lover ’ s Rug is a symbolism of the coming together of a man and a woman through the
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Johnnie Walker Blue Label Whisky

The latest set of Johnnie Walker Blue Label display units bring together the beauty of different
materials. Encompassing highly polished engraved brass rings at 1.2m in diameter, set in a laseretched aluminium fascia, with a knurling pattern CNC machined into a corian facia, with a blue graduated spray painted finish. Mounted centrally within each unit is the Bottle Glorifier display stand presenting the Johnnie Walker Blue Label range, with rear illuminated blue LEDs.
All the logos and text were machined aluminium and brass mounted onto acrylic with rear illumination, to create a halo effect.
. The gondolas, a free-standing island unit,which have been created in black stained ash with brass
lettering, illuminated shelving and product branding.
Part of the task was to create a set of components that could be integrated into locally produced
carcasses whilst still maintaining the quality and standard of finish as created by 2D:3D.

New shop counter and self serve unit at Samba Swirl

2D:3D were commissioned by
Studio Mizzi to create the new
self-serve unit and shop counter for Samba Swirl at their
Camden store. 2D:3D fabricated both elements and clad it
with textured stainless steel to
create crystalline facets and
forms. All stainless steel panels
had edges internally folded
and bolted to each other to
create a seamless and robust
counter and island unit.

Baileys Chocolat Cabinet
As part of the launch for the new Baileys Chocolat drink 2D:3D were commissioned by WARL
to create a gift box housing a bottle. Each box
needed to have a refined finish,
reflecting the brand quality of the product. The
gift boxes were sent out locked to each key
buyer in the market.
The internal faces of the box were finished in a
gold mirror laminate on one horizontal and
three vertical sides and a suede lining on the
surface holding the bottle. The exterior of the
box was finished in Dark Mahogany laminate
with a gold foil pattern (identical to the bottle)
to the front of the cabinet doors. The laminate
was finished to give the impression that the
cabinet had been produced from a single solid
piece of timber. A total of 65 units were
produced.

Creation of product prototype for Marie Guerlain range of pans
Totem Design commissioned 2D:3D
to create a product prototype for a
new range of pans developed by
Marie Guerlain.
For the prototype the pan and lid
were created in spun aluminium
with details engraved. The handles
were moulded and cast in resin and
then electroplated in copper. The
base and lid knob were CNC machined with in-fills finished in different colours. The pan and lid exteriors were spray painted and polished to simulate an enamel finish.

If you have a specific project to discuss please contact Rob.
T : 020 8998 3199

E : rob@2d3d.co.uk
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